Muscle-based biohybrid actuators have generated significant interest as the future of biorobotics but so far they move without having much control over their actuation behavior. Integration of microelectrodes into the backbone of these systems may enable guidance during their motion and allow precise control over these actuators with specific activation patterns. Here, we addressed this challenge by developing aligned CNT forest microelectrode arrays and incorporated them into scaffolds for stimulating the cells. Aligned CNTs were successfully embedded into flexible and biocompatible hydrogel exhibiting excellent anisotropic electrical conductivity. Bioactuators were then engineered by culturing cardiomyocytes on the CNT microelectrode-integrated hydrogel constructs. The resulting cardiac tissue showed homogeneous cell organization with improved cell-to-cell coupling and maturation, which was directly related to the contractile force of muscle tissue. This centimeter-scale bioactuator has excellent mechanical integrity, embedded microelectrodes and is capable of spontaneous actuation behavior. Furthermore, we demonstrated that a biohybrid machine can be controlled by an external electrical field provided by the integrated CNT microelectrode arrays. In addition, due to the anisotropic electrical conductivity of the electrodes provided from aligned CNTs, significantly different excitation thresholds were observed in different configurations such as the ones in parallel vs. perpendicular direction to the CNT alignment.
Introduction
Nature can be an inspiration to develop innovative methods aimed at solving medical, environmental and engineering challenges [1] . In particular, using muscle tissue as an inspiration, tissue-engineering approaches can be used to build biological machines [2] . Furthermore, since they are built from cells, these biological machines are capable of dynamically sensing and adapting to environmental cues including responding to externally applied stimuli. These devices and actuators could be used to handle numerous challenges specifically for in vitro biological applications, including drug screening and bio-robotics [3] .
Fabricating contractile muscular tissues (vasculature, skeletal and cardiac muscles) [4] and integrated them with adaptable soft materials can allow for deformation, locomotion, and control with greater degrees of freedom. These systems can be combined in a simple, lowpower, and cost-effective platform when compared to systems made using conventional robotics composed of metallic and electroactive polymeric structures [5] . Recent advances in engineering cardiac tissues in vitro has led to devices with strong spontaneous contractile behavior allowing more precisely controlled actuation from external signal sources (i.e. electrical or optical stimulation) [6, 7] . These advantageous properties of cardiac muscle have inspired the development of biological machines that include cantilevers [8] , muscular thin film based bio-hybrid actuators [9] , crab-like robots [10] , jellyfish [11] , a self-propelled swimming robots [12] , and walking "biological biomorph" cantilevers at the millimeterscale [13] . However, despite significant technological advances, biological machines capable of long-term operation with reproducible and precise control over their direction within a biological environment remain a challenge.
To address this and similar challenges, self-propelling biological machines can be integrated with cell stimulating mini-or microelectrodes that provide users with precise control over their actuation behavior [7, 9] . Integration of electrodes onto biological machines for the purpose of external stimulation is challenging. Any direct contact between the electrodes and the biological samples, in general, may cause (a) hydrolysis of the culture medium when an applied electric potential (> ± 1V) exceeds the water window and hence causes bubble formation and a localized pH gradient; (b) joule heating of the medium; (c) contamination of the culture medium due to products of electrode corrosion; (d) surface fouling of electrodes, as a result of electrochemical reactions on the electrode surface that can further lead to damage in bioinspired constructs [14] . To circumvent some of these problems, microelectrodes or microelectrode arrays that can provide stimulation with low electrical potentials should be used. Furthermore, microelectrodes can be fabricated on flexible substrates with precisely defined positions and could therefore provide a highly reproducible and well-quantified electric field over the whole tissue constructs [15, 16] .
Electrical and chemical stability is a critical requirement while developing microelectrodes for tissue stimulation. Cannizzaro and Tandon et al have carefully studied different electrode materials, their configuration, magnitude of input voltage and electrode aging (especially in cardiac tissue engineering), and noted that carbon can be used as an ideal electrode material [17, 18] . Carbon has several benefits that include high capacitance, fast charge transfer, and high resistance to corrosion compared to titanium, titanium nitride, and stainless steel [19] . However, a pair of carbon rod electrodes is difficult to integrate onto flexible microporous substrates due to their large size and rigid behavior. As an alternative to carbon, electrodes based on carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are promising candidates and are amenable for easy integration into biological machines. Previously, CNTs have been shown to possess favorable biocompatibility, fibrous morphology, flexibility, high electrical and mechanical properties, strong tissue adhesion and possess optimal long-term stimulation ability in contrast to conventional metallic electrodes [20] . More recently, aligned CNTs were used to fabricate wearable and stretchable devices with high durability, fast response and low creep [21, 22] . Similarly, vertically aligned CNT microelectrode arrays are emerging materials with numerous attractive properties for stimulation of biohybrid actuators. For example, they can be used to generate electric fields using low potentials to induce cell polarization. Despite their advantages, few efforts have been made to integrate them into substrates for creating flexible biological machines.
In our previous work, we have observed that the use of CNT-GelMA conductive gels enhanced the beating behavior of cardiomyocytes [23, 24] . The cells began to beat in a shorter timeframe, maintained their beating activity for a longer time and had more stable beating patterns. The pacing of the cells was done via external carbon rod or Pt wire electrodes placed far away from the cells inside a culture dish. In the current study, we have created a smart substrate with integrated pacing electrodes. To make the electrodes, rather than using dispersed CNTs inside the gels, which cannot be used for stimulation, we used an alternate strategy. The advantage of this system is twofold, first, it allows pacing in close contact to the cells which allowed the use of lower pacing voltages. In addition, since the signals can be applied to specific regions of the biohybrid actuator, the platform enables localized stimulation and hence guidance which will be shown at another study. Generation of embedded, mechanically flexible, and patternable microelectrodes within a tissue construct is an important first step towards future implementation of robotic systems with more complex actuation behaviours. The vertically aligned CNT microelectrode forest arrays were explored for this purpose. The ability to integrate them into cell friendly hydrogel substrates enables novel applications in remotely controlled biohybrid actuators in the future.
Here, we introduce an innovative approach to fabricate and integrate vertically aligned CNT microelectrode arrays into flexible cardiac muscle tissue constructs. After growing vertically aligned CNT forest microelectrode arrays on silicon substrates, they were transferred to hydrogel substrates. Next, a hybrid conductive hydrogel substrate was created by dispersing individual CNTs inside a thin layer of gelatin methacrylamide (GelMA). Then, this layer was bonded onto the hydrogel sheet containing CNT forest microelectrodes. The CNT forest-based microelectrode arrays were sandwiched between two thin hydrogel layers to prevent undesirable CNT delamination and to improve the mechanical stability of the construct. The CNT-GelMA hybrid hydrogel surface was used as the cell culture substrate to induce maturation of cardiac muscle tissues [23, 24] . The resulting 3D bio-hybrid constructs showed excellent mechanical integrity with embedded microelectrode arrays and advanced electrophysiological functions with strong muscle contraction. Therefore, we successfully created a 3D bio-hybrid actuator with controllable actuation and movement under an electrical field generated by integrated electrodes.
Results and Discussion

Design of 3D bioelectronics system
The multi-layer engineered cardiac tissue constructs incorporating vertically aligned CNT forest microelectrode arrays was fabricated according to the process described in Fig. 1 . First, a vertically aligned CNT forest microelectrode array was fabricated on a patterned Si wafer by a chemical vapor deposition (CVD) process. The development of biomimetic substrates that are amenable to electrode integration and emulate the properties of the muscle tissue is of great importance for successfully creating muscle-based biological machines. 3D hydrogels are excellent candidates to create biomimetic substrates due to their ability to control physical and chemical properties with their high permeability for the transport of nutrients and metabolites. Before being transferred to hydrogel substrates, vertically aligned CNT forests on Si wafers were first dipped into DI water briefly, pulled out, and air dried. After this process, the vertical CNT forests were flattened onto Si substrates due to elastocapillary induced densification. [25] The transfer of CNT forests onto hydrogels was performed by dispensing a solution of PEG pre-polymer onto the Si wafer, and curing the pre-polymer with UV light, which formed a non-degradable and biocompatible hydrogel. By peeling the PEG layer from the Si substrate, the transfer process was completed and a PEG hydrogel layer with embedded CNT electrode array was successfully obtained with high reproducibility. To provide a biochemical environment suitable for cardiac tissue culture, we dispensed and UV crosslinked the 50 μm thick CNTGelMA hydrogel layer over the PEG/CNT microelectrode array composite layer. At the end of this process, we created a two layer hydrogel structure where the 50 μm thick CNTGelMA hydrogel layer was residing on top of the 150 μm thick CNT forest based microelectrode array. Finally, neonatal rat cardiomyocytes were cultured on the CNTGelMA side of the multilayer structure to yield a 3D hybrid bioactuating construct. The advantage of this stepwise, bottom-up approach is that it allowed for minimally invasive integration of electronic devices with cell and ECM components at the cellular level in 2D and 3D.
Vertically-aligned CNT forest microelectrode arrays with anisotropic electrical property
We designed and fabricated thin, microscale CNT forest electrode arrays in order to a) generate an efficient electric field for cultured cells on hydrogels; b) compensate for physical constraints created by electrode presence, which can limit muscle actuation; and c) allow for easy integration into soft biomaterial layers [26] . Vertically aligned CNT arrays were grown on an iron-catalyst patterned Si wafer by CVD using ethylene as the carbon source at 800 °C (Fig. S1 ). In addition, the length and diameter of CNTs could be easily controlled by changing the reaction time, size of catalyst, and other synthesis conditions. Fig. 2a and b show a tilted scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of well-defined thin film arrays with uniform alignment along the growth direction. The dimensions of each CNT forest, i.e. CNT microelectrode, were measured to be 460 μm (width), 300 μm (height), and 50 μm (thick). The array of microelectrodes were spaced 200 μm apart in order to be able to induce spontaneous beating, changes in repolarization characteristics and conduction path and velocity. This design is similar to those used in commercially available multielectrode array (MEA) designs [27] . Unlike the solid metallic electrodes used in MEAs, the CNT microelectrodes can maintain the flexibility of the final construct after electrode integration [15] . The CNT forests showed a visually discernible morphology with high tortuosity and a 3D interconnected network of nanotubes (Fig. 2c) . To characterize the diameter distribution of CNTs inside the CNT forests, we analyzed the samples by highresolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM). Fig. 2d and e show homogeneous shape and size distribution of multiwall nanotubes. The inner diameter and the wall thickness of the nanotubes were around 5 nm and 2 nm (Fig. 2f) with a narrow distribution. In addition, these forest-based conductive materials have been shown to exhibit high electrical conductivity with small amount of nanotube loading and highly reversible electrical property changes under 20% strain change [22, 28] . Therefore, vertically aligned CNT forests represent a unique conducting material made up of nanotube networks with a resilient structural retention that could provide stable electrical conductivity under muscle contraction and deformation.
A key electrical conductivity indicator of the embedded microelectrodes is their ability to sustain pacing of cardiac tissue. To measure the conductivity of vertically aligned CNT electrodes, they were first flattened onto the Si wafer where they kept alignment in the lateral direction (Fig. S2 ). Elastocapillary densification resulted in an increased array density, reducing the layer thickness down to 10 μm. Next, Au contacts were deposited on both sides of flattened CNT forests in order to obtain robust electrical measurements, as shown in Fig. 3 (right panel). Also shown in Fig. 3 (left panel) are the I-V curves measured in configurations parallel and perpendicular to the alignment direction of CNTs. Conductivity parallel to the direction of CNT alignment (12.1 S/cm) was three times higher than that of the one along the perpendicular direction (3.5 S/cm). The parallel direction has enhanced conduction pathways relative to the perpendicular direction, resulting in the electrical anisotropy. The alignment of CNTs (either in the perpendicular direction or the parallel direction to the appied voltage) was the primary cause of the anisotropic conductivity of the fabricated constructs. Therefore, the unique electrical properties of CNT forest microelectrodes, especially when compared to other metal based alternatives, might better mimic the anisotropic conductivity present in the fiber structure of the cardiac muscle tissue.
Integration of vertically aligned CNT forest microelectrode arrays into hydrogel layers
Previous studies have relied on PMMA, PEI, or PDMS [29] materials as the primary substrates for electrode fabrication due to their tolerance of large structural deformations and ease of handling. Although these materials may be suitable for the construction of biohybrid actuators, they often lack permeability to oxygen and nutrients, which can limit their seamless 3D integration with synthetic tissues [15] . To build bio-inspired synthetic muscle tissue constructs, integration of electronics must be done with 3D microporous biomaterials that resemble the mechanical and biological properties of the native extracellular matrix (ECM). In this work, we tested photocrosslinkable GelMA and PEG hydrogels for the integration of microelectronics. As the first step, CNT microelectrodes fabricated on the Si wafer were directly transferred to the PEG hydrogel substrate without using additional sacrificial layers such as nickel coating [15] . PEG hydrogel, instead of GelMA, was used for electrode transfer because the thin GelMA hydrogel was difficult to peel off the Si wafer due to strong adhesion between GelMA and the Si surface (data not shown). Unlike previously used substrate materials, such as PMMA and PDMS, crosslinked PEG hydrogels are permeable to water, oxygen and nutrients. In addition, they are nontoxic, nonimmunogenic, and non-degradable under physiological conditions with robust mechanical properties [29] . The transfer was achieved by dispensing a 20% PEG pre-polymer solution onto the Si wafer substrate having the CNT forest arrays, followed by UV crosslinking for 50 s. In this step, PEG pre-polymer solution was able to penetrate into the highly porous forest surface, [30] and hence CNTs were embedded in the PEG matrix after UV crosslinking. The flattening process broke the strong bonds between the CNT forests and the silicon substrate. Accordingly, the transfer process occurred quite seamlessly due to the weak adhesion between the flattened CNT forests and the silicon substrate. The thin PEG hydrogel film embedded with CNT forest array was readily peeled off the silicon substrate with intact electrodes (Fig. 4a) . The structural integrity, alignment and morphology of transferred CNTs were preserved inside the 150 μm thick hydrogel layer (Fig. 4b) . In addition, encapsulation of the CNTs inside the PEG hydrogel prevented possible detachment of fragments or individual CNTs resulting from cracked or destroyed CNT forests during contraction of the tissue constructs. To confirm cytocompatibility, cardiac fibroblasts were seeded on the CNT forest electrodes and cellular viability (i.e. LIVE/DEAD assay) was performed. The CNT forest electrodes did not display any observable cytotoxic effects to the cardiac cells since 95% cellular viability was observed in Fig. 4c .
An additional CNT-GelMA hybrid hydrogel layer (thickness: 50μm) was fabricated and placed over the PEG hydrogel layer (thickness: 150μm) containing the CNT forest microelectrode arrays. This new conductive CNT-GelMA layer effectively sandwiched the microelectrodes at the interface between the two hydrogels. The bond between two gel layers was reinforced by the applucation of a UV light. Cardiomyocytes were later seeded on the CNT-GelMA surface. Conductive CNT-GelMA hybrid hydrogel substrates have been shown previously to improve cardiac cell organization, maturation, and cell-to-cell coupling [23] . Fig. 4d shows the porous surface of the CNT-GelMA (1mg/mL concentration of CNTs in 5% GelMA) hydrogel layer. The CNT nanofibrous networks within the GelMA hydrogel layer lead to enhanced electrically conductivity and mechanical properties of the constructs [23] . It is anticipated that the CNT-GelMA would promote the formation of fully matured homogeneous cardiac tissue and offer better mechanical integrity during contraction of the tissue construct. In addition, the acrylic and acrylamide groups present on both GelMA and PEG hydrogels (i.e. PEGDA) generated covalent bonds after UV irradiation which helped minimize the risk of detachment of the two hydrogel layers. Therefore, the CNT forest microelectrode arrays were physically constrained in between two hydrogel layers and can handle cyclic deformations.
Phenotypic and Electrophysiological characteristics of the 3D bio-hybrid system
To complete the 3D bio-hybrid fabrication, neonatal rat cardiomyocytes were cultured on the microelectrode-embedded multilayer hydrogel sheets for 5-8 days to form a cardiac tissue layer. The organization and phenotype of cardiomyocytes on the construct was investigated by immunostaining for cardiac biomarkers (i.e. connexin 43 (Cx-43) and sarcomeric α-actinin) after 5 days of culture. Cx-43 and sarcomeric α-actinin are involved in intercellular electrical and metabolic coupling, and muscle contraction, respectively. Fluorescence microscopy of cultured tissue revealed a high density of cardiomyocytes in close contact with the microelectrode arrays (Fig. 5a ). Cardiac tissues on these constructs possessed a well-defined, elongated, and interconnected sarcomeric α-actinin structures (Fig. 5b) . In addition, we also observed homogeneous distribution of Cx-43 with enhanced synchronous contractile properties of the entire cardiac tissue constructs. These observations are in close agreement with previous reports from our group [23] . Furthermore, cardiac tissues located directly above the CNT forest electrodes (red dot arrow) showed well-interconnected sarcomeric structures with Cx-43 expression that was morphologically different than the ones located above location in between the electrodes (yellow dot arrow) which could be due to the higher mechanical stiffness of hybrid gels embedded with CNT forests compared to the gels having individual CNTs (Fig. 5c) .
Finally, the bio-hybrid constructs made with cardiomyocytes cultured on hydrogel sheets (square shape, 1 cm 2 ), were observed to spontaneously detach from the glass substrate due to constant actuation of the cells and adopted a planar shape with loosely rolled-up edges (Fig. 5d) . The CNT forest electrodes within multilayer hydrogel constructs were able to efficiently stimulate the cardiomyocytes and forced them to beat synchronously after only one day of culture. We confirmed that cardiac tissues cultured on the bio-hybrid actuators made on multilayer nanocomposites showed stable spontaneous beating behavior with an average beating rate of ~108 BPM on day 8 (Movie 1). Interestingly, the average beating rate of these 3D bio-hybrid actuators (total thickness of the construct: ~210 μm) showed faster beating rates compared to the rates obtained from cells cultured on CNT-GelMA hydrogels (~50 μm thickness of whole construct and 69.8 ± 19.1 BPM on day 6) [23] . In addition, the beating frequency could be precisely controlled by applying an external electric field (1.2 V/cm) at various frequencies (0.5, 1, 2, and 3 Hz, pulses with 50ms duration) (Fig. 5f , Movie 2) generated by a conventional signal generator. Therefore, we conclude that these 3D bio-hybrid actuators with embedded CNT forest electrodes do not significantly inhibit muscle contractile function, even though they possess higher rigidity and stiffness compared to plain hydrogels. It is expected that the CNT forest electrodes, with a Young's modulus on the order of 100 MPa to 1 GPa, [31] would have locally stiffer regions, while the overall mechanical strength of the tissue constructs would be dictated by the soft hydrogel substrates. The elastic moduli of 1.0 mg/ml CNT-GelMA and 10% PEGDA hydrogels are 23 kPa [23] and 25 kPa [32] respectively. It is evident that the cardiac tissue layer exhibited forces strong enough to induce contraction of the whole system. Furthermore, microelectrode arrays displayed excellent mechanical integrity within 3D bio-hybrid actuators showing no detachment at the electrode/hydrogel interface. The constructs were able to withstand prolonged muscle tissue contraction, as shown in the phase contrast image taken on day 8 (Fig. 5e) . Thus, these 3D biohybrid actuator systems displayed spontaneous synchronous beating and were able to handle electrical stimulation up to 8 days in culture.
The effect of CNT forest based microelectrode arrays with anisotropic conductivity was further investigated using a 3D biohybrid actuator (Fig. 6) . To evaluate the electrical stimulation ability of the embedded CNT forest electrodes, we have applied the electrical signals to the cells by using two CNT forest electrodes instead of the whole microelecrode array. The micromanipulator allows us to lower the micromanipulator probes until they make contact to the CNT forest electrodes as shown in Figure S3 . Compared to GelMA hydrogels these CNT forest electrodes have higher mechanical integrity and can be readily probed. During the probing step, the whole construct still maintained its mechanical integrity while the probes were lowered through a small hole on the construct until they reached the middle CNT forest electrode layer. Electrical pulse signals with different frequencies were applied to the CNT forest electrodes using a pulse generator via the micromanipulator probes. A video camera attached to a microscope with a 10x magnification was used to capture the movement of the cardiac tissue created on the multilayer construct. The beating frequency of the cardiac tissue was precisely controllable by applying an electrical signal to the CNT microelectrodes in either along a perpendicular (Fig. 6a) or parallel (Fig. 6b ) alignment direction, which generated an electric field perpendicular or parallel to the alignment direction of the CNTs, at different frequencies as 0.5, 1, 2, and 3 Hz. The excitation threshold which is the minimum voltage needed to induce synchronous contraction of the whole construct at each frequency was characterized for each both electrode configuration. We observed that the application of the electrical signal in the direction parallel to the alignment direction (0.8 ± 0.03 V) resulted in drastically reduced excitation thresholds compared to those stimulated with signals applied to the electrodes aligned in the perpendicular direction (3.7 ± 0.3 V) (Fig. 6c) (Movie 3 and 4) . We modeled the electrical signal propagation generated by a pair of anisotropic CNT microelectrodes and examined the potential distribution in the parallel and perpendicular configuration (see supporting information). Furthermore, we took into account the roughness of the CNT electrode surfaces (SEM images, Fig. 4b) (Fig. S5) . The wavy nature of the CNT fibers made them act as scattering elements when the electrical field was in the direction perpendicular to the nanotube alignment. This in effect can decrease the ratio between the two (perpendicular and parallel) components of the electric field. The distribution of electrical potentials in perpendicular and parallel electrode configurations are shown in Fig.  6e and f respectively. Modeling results indicated that the drop in electrical potential was close to the microelectrodes, and also did not produce uniform electric field. Our model showed that the average potential acting on the cardiac cells significantly differed between the parallel and the perpendicular configurations (Fig. 6d) . When a square wave of 1 Hz at 5V (50 ms pulse width) was applied across a pair of CNT electrodes, the potential drop across the cardiac layer was about 1.8 V in the configuration parallel to the alignment direction, which was 2.67 times (0.6 V) than the one observed in the direction perpendicular to the alignment configuration. The main reason that could explain this difference is that the spreading of the field profile occurs in parallel to the electric field even in the perpendicular configuration. In the parallel configuration, the electric field is more confined in between the pair of electrodes providing the cardiac cells with sufficient electrical field for stimulation at lower thresholds to induce beating.
Conclusions
In summary, we synthesized vertically aligned CNT microelectrode arrays using well established CVD growth patterns and mechanisms. The microelectrode arrays had a 200 μm separation between each CNT forest and were next flattened on the silicon wafer breaking the bonds between the CNTs and the silicon substrate. Later, the forest arrays were successfully transferred onto mechanically stable PEG hydrogels where they were found to retain their dense array structure and structural integrity. Following transfer, we carried out I-V measurements in two different configurations to confirm anisotropic conductivity of the CNT electrodes. Furthermore, the CNT electrodes on a PEG substrate did not exhibit any toxicity to cells and preserved high cell viability when seeded with cardiac fibroblasts. However, neither CNT arrays nor PEG hydrogels could support cardiomyocyte adhesion. Hence an additional CNT-GelMA hybrid hydrogel layer was fabricated and was deposited on top of the CNT forest embedded gel substrate as a cell adhesive layer. The microelectrodes were, therefore, sandwiched at the interface between two hydrogel layers, which formed covalent bonds under UV irradiation thereby crosslinking the structure, stabilizing it and preventing delamination. Finally, the constructs were seeded with cardiomyocytes and cultured for 5-8 days and showed homogenous Cx-43 distribution and partial uniaxial alignment of sarcomeric structures. After detaching from the glass slide, the constructs spontaneously adopted a planar shape and continued their synchronous beating behavior. The constructs exhibited excellent mechanical integrity and were able to sustain spontaneous cardiomyocyte beating for long periods (8 days of culture). The beating frequency of the 3D bio-hybrid actuators could be precisely controlled by applying an electrical signal along the parallel and perpendicular directions relative to the alignment direction of the CNT forest at 0.5, 1, 2, and 3 Hz (at 5V). In addition, we observed that the application of the electrical signal in the direction parallel to the CNT alignment resulted in drastically reduced excitation thresholds compared to those stimulated with a signal applied in the direction perpendicular to the CNT alignment direction. Modeling results indicated that the average voltage acting on the cardiac cells was significantly higher when the stimulating electric fields were in parallel to the alignment of CNT forest electrodes. Therefore, the high integration fidelity and unique electrical property of these CNT forest microelectrodes could be utilized to develop a growing number of diagnostic, therapeutic, and treatment tools for various cardiac, neurological, and other biomedical applications.
Experimental Materials
High purity gases, ethylene, hydrogen, and argon (purity > 99.99%) for CNT synthesis was purchased from Plaxair (Ontario, Canada). Sigma-Aldrich (Wisconsin, USA) was used as a supplier for Gelatin (Type A, 300 bloom from porcine skin), polyethylene glycol diacrylate (PEGDA), 3-(trimethoxysily) propyl methacrylate (TMSPMA), and methacrylic anhydride (MA). CAD Art (Washington, USA) provided the photomasks and EXPO Photonic Solutions Inc. (Ontario, Canada).
Preparation and characterization of vertically aligned CNT forest microelectrodes
The fabrication process is illustrated in Fig. 1 . First, the vertically aligned CNT forest microelectrode arrays were fabricated on a Si wafer by a CVD process as described in previous reports [25] . E-beam evaporated Fe film (4 nm thick) deposited on Si/SiO 2 wafers was used as the catalyst. CVD growth was done using a gas mixture ethylene/hydrogen/ argon (70:70:70 sccm) at 800 °C in a 1 in. tube furnace (Lindberg). The growth time was between 30 and 60 min with no preannealing step. Patterning of the iron-catalyst films were carried out by standard photolithography using AZ3330 photoresist and LOR15A as the liftoff resist (Fig S1) . HRTEM images were obtained using a JEOL JEM-2010. SEM (Hitachi Model S4700, Japan) was used to assess the structure of the CNT-GelMA hybrid hydrogels. In order to determine the electrical conductivity of the CNT forest, vertically aligned CNT forests were first flattened onto the Si wafer, and then Au electrodes were coated on each side to form electrical contacts. The current-voltage (I-V) curves were obtained in the parallel direction and in the perpendicular direction by a two-point probe method.
Preparation and characterization of CNT electrode incorporated cardiac tissue constructs
Vertically aligned CNT forests were grown on Si wafers and then were dipped into DI water briefly, pulled out, and air dried. During this process, the vertically aligned CNT forests were flattened onto the Si wafer. In order to successfully create the CNT forest microelectrodes inside hydrogels, they were encapsulated between two hydrogel sheets; CNT-GelMA and PEG hydrogel layer. GelMA and CNT-GelMA hybrid hydrogels (1.0 mg/ml CNT in 5% GelMA) and PEG hydrogels were prepared based on our previously published reports [23, 33] . 20% PEG prepolymer solution was dispensed onto a Si water with the CNT forest microeectrode array and crosslinked using UV light (6.9 mW /cm 2 (360-480 nm)) and had a final thickness of 150 μm determined by a spacer. To generate a cardiac tissue actuator the CNT forest/PEG hydrogel layer was released from the Si wafer manually and placed over a CNT-GelMA pre-polymer solution. The final hybrid cell culture scaffold, with a 50 μm thickness was made after exposure to UV light for 50 sec which not only polymerized the gel prepolymer solution but also enhanced the attachmewnt of CNT-GelMA to the underlying substrate. SEM (Hitachi Model S4700, Japan) was used to assess the structure of CNT forest on the PEG hydrogel and the CNT-GelMA hybrid hydrogel. After freezing with liquid nitrogen the swollen hydrogels were lyophilized. These lyophilized samples were coated with Pt/Pd using a sputter coater for SEM imaging.
Cell isolation and culture
We followed well-established protocols approved by the Institute's Committee on Animal Care for isolation of neonatal rat (2-day-old Sprague-Dawley) ventricular cardiomyocytes. Post extraction and enrichment via 1h preplating, the cardiomyocytes were ready to be seeded. Culturing of seeded cells was performed in Dulbecco's modified eagle medium (DMEM, Gibco, USA) with added 10 % fetal bovine serum (FBS), 1% L-Glutamine and 100 units/ml penicillin-streptomycin (All from Gibco, USA) without electric field stimulation up to 8 days.
Cell characterization
To test the cytocompatiblity of the CNT forest electrodes, the they were first transferred onto a PEG hydrogel layer. Then fibronectin (50 ug/ml) was coated on this sample. We used a Live/Dead assay based on the manufacturer's instructions (Invitrogen). An inverted fluorescence microscope (Nikon, Eclipse TE 2000U, Japan) was used to collect Live/Dead images. Immunostaining of cardiac tissue constructs was performed on samples fixed for 20 min in 4% paraformaldehyde followed by DPBS a wash at room temperature. After fixation and washing, the cells were treated with 0.15% Triton X-100 in DPBS for 10 min. Finally, cell staining with a cardiac biomarker (sarcomeric α-actinin, Cx-43) was performed in the presence of a blocking buffer for 45 min at the manufacturer's suggested dilution. Similarly, a DAPI counterstain was performed at 1:20,000 dilution in DPBS for 45 min. Inverted laser scanning confocal imaging was then carried out using a confocal microscope (Leica SP5X MP, Germany).
Electrophysiological assessment of the biohybrid actuators
Cultured cardiomyocytes were imaged using a microscope equipped with a CCD camera inside a temperature controlled chamber. Using a microscope with a 10x magnification (Nikon, Eclipse TE 2000U, Japan), a video camera (Sony XCD-X710) was used to capture the movement of the cells. Video capture software was used to obtain digitized beating videos with twenty frames per second (20 fps). A custom developed MATLAB code (MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA) was used for the image processing software as described in previous reports [23, 34] . After 6 to 8 days of culture the samples were detached from the substrates by themselves. Biohybrid actuators were stimulated at RT (~ 20 °C) and their actuation behavior was monitored in culture medium. Panasonic HDC-HS9 digital camera (1920 × 1080 pixels, 24 fps, and recording quality) was used to capture movies of the biohybrid actuators.
To assess the response of cardiomyocytes to external electrical fields, we utilized established protocols based on a modified carbon electrode system [18] . A biphasic square waveform (50 ms pulses of 0-7 V/cm at 0.5, 1, 2 and 3 Hz) was applied from an electric pulse generator to samples located between two Pt wire electrodes inside an experimentation chamber. In this setup, the samples were placed between two Pt wire electrodes (spaced ~3cm apart in cell culture media). To assess the stimulation ability of embedded CNT forest electrodes, the electrical signal was applied by a pair of the micromanipulation probes attached to the CNT forest electrodes which were aligned in the parallel and perpendicular directions to the applied field ( Figure S3 ). The minimum voltage needed to induce synchronous contraction (excitation threshold) at each frequency is characterized for both electrode systems.
Modelling of the electrical field
An analysis of the electric field profile acting on the cardiac tissue generated by an applied voltage using CNT forest electrodes is presented. We modeled the electrical field generated by the vertically aligned CNT forest microelectrodes, using commercially available software (Multiphysics, Comsol, electrostatics module) (see supporting information).
Statistical analysis
Statistical significance was performed by measuring one-way or two-way ANOVA tests (GraphPad Prism 5.02, GraphPad Software). To analyze and assess significant differences between selected treatments, we utilized Tukey's multiple comparison tests. Differences were characterized as significant for p<0.05.
Supplementary Material
Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material. A schematic illustrating the fabrication steps to produce 3D bio-hybrid actuators composed of cardiac tissue on top of a multilayer hydrogel sheet impregnated with aligned CNT microelectrodes. Two-point probe I-V curves from the CNT microelectrodes in parallel and perpendicular configurations relative to the nanotube alignment direction of CNT microelectrodes were measured. Au contacts were deposited at the edges of the CNT microelectrodes. SEM images show that (a) arrays and (b) alignment of CNTs were preserved after they were transferred to the PEG substrate. (c) Cardiac fibroblast cell viability using LIVE/DEAD staining after 24h of seeding on CNT forest microelectrodes. (d) SEM images show porous surfaces of a 1 mg/ml CNT-GelMA layer. This image shows nanofibrous networks of CNTs across and inside a porous gelatin framework. 
